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There are quite a few limitations on the manner and magnitude of supervision in 
procuatorial organs of China at this stage, so there are many difficulties in 
implementing supervision, which makes it impossible to exercise timely and effective 
supervision over the problems existing in implementing investigation power. 
Meanwhile, the existing laws on investigation and supervision are too general and 
difficult to operate, which results in inefficient supervision, thereby exerting a 
negative impact on impartial law enforcement to a large extent. Therefore, in the 
present legal framework of China, a new type of operating mode is urgently needed to 
solve the current predicament so as to improve the efficiency of lawsuit and realize 
judicial justice. Supervising liaison officers at stationary points is a new type of 
operating mode adopted by procuatorial organs in order to address the problem. By 
analyzing the current situation of supervision at stationary points and taking the 
legislative experience of internationally advanced countries as reference, this thesis 
aims to further improve the supervision at stationary points in China.      
This thesis consists of three parts including introduction, main body and 
conclusion, among which the main body is divided into four chapters: the first chapter 
is Theoretical Introduction to Supervision at stationary points. This part mainly 
discusses the presentation, connotation, theoretical basis and the dilemma in executing 
investigation and supervision right at present. The second chapter compares relevant 
systems at home and abroad. This part mainly conducts a comparative analysis on the 
relevant systems at home and abroad. The third chapter examines the achievements 
and insufficiencies of supervision at stationary points in China. This part mainly deals 
with the achievements and insufficiencies of supervision at stationary points in China 
at this stage. The fourth chapter expounds the complete train of thought of supervision 
at stationary points. This part mainly discusses legislation and the relationship 
between police and procuratorate as well as provides suggestions.  
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